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Realtime subscriber count pewdiepie

As a Creator of YouTube Content, you're probably already familiar with the term subscribers. You may also have a fair idea of how the number of subscribers often correlates with the number of channel exposures. But which YouTube subscribers? Are the numbers in YouTube Analytics really accurate? How does it all work? This post will answer all these
questions in detail to give you an idea of YouTube subscribers and how it all works. What are YouTube subscribers and how does it work? What are YouTube subscribers anyway? Simply put, YouTube subscribers refer to people or accounts that subscrib to your channel. So whenever you upload a new video, your subscribers will be able to see it in their
feeds. This makes your subscribers more likely to watch the videos you upload. So in theory, you can get as many views as your subscriber quantity, (or more). But that's not always how it works really. There are many reasons why you might not get as many views as your YouTube subscribers count, and other factors that influence the accuracy of those
numbers. Inaccuracies and disadvantages with YouTube subscribers Count the number of YouTube subscribers you can see on your channel has several drawbacks. There are also changes and issues that affect the connection between subscriber counting and the performance of your channel. We will discuss these factors in detail in the following
paragraphs. #1: YouTube's usage improvements and their impact on YouTube performance have a ton of users every day – over 30 million, to be precise. And these users watch a total of about 5 billion videos a day. On top of this, content creators on the platform upload about 300 hours of video every minute. So it's easy for YouTube users to clutter up
subscription channels. To solve this problem and improve usables, YouTube decided to make some tweaks. The user's homepage now has a mix of videos from their signed channels and videos recommended based on their browsing history. This is required to improve the accuracy of the user's channel and bring more views to the platform. Image source:
YouTube And when it comes to displaying videos from prepaid channels, YouTube has decided to make things even more accurate by prioritizing the channels you interact with the most. So let's say there's a channel you subscribed to a year ago. And you regularly watched their videos in the first 2-3 months of subscription. But now you've changed your
viewing habits and directed your attention to other channels you've recently discovered. In this case, YouTube will display video suggestions from channels you've interacted with recently. And it's more likely to recommend videos from the first channel at the bottom of your channel. But if you start interacting with the first channel again, it will move the
recommendations from at the top of the channel. This means it's harder for YouTube creators to deliver their content to people who subscribe to their channels. So you can no longer rely on the number of YouTube subscribers to measure performance because it's not an accurate way to predict or define your views. #2: Restrictions on private accounts and
live updates You may notice that the number of YouTube subscribers visible on your channel doesn't match the number of subscribers you see in Analytics. This is because YouTube instantly doesn't update your channel's statistics in real time. Updating data in the Analytics dashboard takes 48 hours to make sure your new subscribers are legal. In addition,
the Subscribers List in The Creative Studio will show only the number of subscribers who have made their subscriptions public. For new YouTube users, their subscription list has a private default setting. Users can make this subscription list visible to the public. Therefore, your Analytics can only track these subscribers using a public subscription list, making
the report a little inaccurate. At Influencer Marketing Hub, we solved this problem by creating the Number of Subscribers tool in real time. This tool allows you to track your channel subscribers' growth in real time without waiting 48 hours for the updated data to appear in Analytics. In addition, it allows you to monitor subscribers counting top YouTube channels
in real time. So, if you're ever wondering how fast your favorite channels are growing, you can save this page as a bookmark. #3: By cleaning up YouTube and their impact on subscribers Count just as fake accounts thrive on other social media channels, YouTube also sees its fair share of fake users. Some sites offer their services to subscriber bots in
exchange for a fee. Since these subscribers are not real, they do not bring real value to your channel. They simply increase the number of subscribers without real impact on revenue and viewers. In other words, they just give you the appearance of being more popular than you really are. Some YouTubers actually resort to sneaky techniques buying bot
subscribers to seem more influential. This is mainly because you need to have at least 1,000 subscribers to monetize your channel. But their fake influence doesn't last very long because YouTube is doing a routine sweep to get rid of these spam accounts or bots. This means that channels bought by subscribers will see a sharp drop in the number of
subscribers. In fact, between July and September 2018, YouTube cleared 1.67 million channels from the platform. Not all of these accounts were bot accounts; some have been removed for violating YouTube policies. However, the platform another massive wipe of fake accounts in December next year. As a result, this YouTuber PewDiePie lost 80,000
subscribers. What's even more shocking is that the T-Series channel, which soon surpassed PewDiePie in subscriber numbers, lost 300,000 subscribers. This kills t-series pic.twitter.com/P80YcvM1XR — T9 (@Thafnine) December 14, 2018 But it's not just popular channels and channels that have deliberately bought fake subscribers who are affected by
these YouTube purgers. Some bots account for automatic subs on random channels so they can seem more real. This means that even you can risk getting subscribers who are not real. It also means that you will eventually see a drop in the number of subscribers after a routine purifying. These YouTube cleanups also delete inactive accounts. These are
accounts that may have existed long before Google acquired the platform. Even if they are no longer in use, they are still counted as subscribers. YouTube is trying to improve the accuracy of subscriber numbers by deleting these inactive accounts. The good news is that you will have confidence that your other subscribers are real and bring you real value. In
addition, the number of subscribers is not the only indicator that can be used to measure performance. If you see a sudden drop in the number of subscribers, but the time and clock views remain the same, you shouldn't have anything to worry about. How to check the number of YouTube subscribers Now that you have a better understanding of the number of
YouTube subscribers, let's look at the steps to check how many subscribers you have. You will need to use a web browser. As of writing this post, YouTube is beta testing the new YouTube studio. So you won't be able to access the classic Creative Studio because of the normal process. But you can still view the number of subscribers through Studio
Analytics. Here's how: First, click the profile icon in the right corner. And then select YouTube Studio (beta). This will take you to the new Studio dashboard. Click Analytics on the left. From here you can access detailed data about the effectiveness of your channel - from the time of viewing and viewing to the number of subscribers. If you still want to use the
classic Creative Studio, you can do so by following these steps: Click The Creative Studio Classic in the lower-left corner of the page. This will bring out a window asking why you want to switch. Just pick a reason and it will take you back to the old Creative Studio dashboard. From there, click Community. Next, you will get the opportunity to view the
subscribers of the channel. This will reflect all subscribers who choose to make their subscriptions public. You'll also see some basic information, like that, when they subscribe to your channel and they also can sort the subscribers by numbers The latest and most popular. This allows you to track whether other YouTube content creators have followed you. If
they have, it might be a good idea to follow them back and try to build relationships with them for future partnerships. Forming valuable partnerships can be a great way to grow your channel. You can co-create content with them, have them feature, or even feature them in your videos. This will draw their audience to your channel, helping you get more
subscribers. Final thoughts Now you have a thorough understanding of what YouTube subscribers are and all the factors that can affect the number of subscribers. You also know how to check the number of YouTube subscribers through Analytics. But remember that these numbers are not always updated and accurate. You can use our Live Subscriber
Count tool to check the number of subscribers in real time. As we stated in this article, YouTube subscribers refer to people or accounts that subscribe to your channel. Every time you upload a new video, your subscribers will see it in their feeds. This makes your subscribers more likely to watch the videos you upload. In theory you can get as many views as
your subscriber count, or even more. Your followers should be your biggest supporters because they've recognized the excellent features of your videos and your feed. YouTube subscribers are important because they've already given a positive signal to your videos. They've viewed some of your videos, and subscribing, they've decided to review your
upcoming downloads. You can look at them as your most loyal viewing audience. YouTube includes new videos from channels that someone subsces to in the main channel every time they open the app, so it pushes your videos to your subscriber audience without having to promote them. You can only see the full list of your followers on the YouTube web
version. To do this, go to youtube.com/subscribers. You can do this from a desktop or mobile device, but you won't find it in the YouTube app. You can see your last 100 followers in the YouTube studio. Click the YouTube Studio button at the top of the channel. On the dashboard, find a card called Recent Subscribers, and then click Learn more. While you'll
find places where you can buy YouTube subscribers, it's never a good idea. This practice violates the YouTube Terms of Use and will gladly suspend or terminate your account. Even if you're willing to gamble on YouTube without learning, fake subscribers will never be good for your channel. Even if these subscribers are real people, not bots, they will have
no interest in your content and never or interact with your videos. We wrote in more detail about it in How Do YouTubers Pay? The most common money earner to date is AdSense AdSense You can choose a CPM ad (cost 1,000 views) or a CPC ad (cost per click). With CPM ads, there's a clear link between your views and the money your ads earn. There is
a minimum payout threshold of $100, so if you don't make enough money then Google never pays out. In most cases, your first 100 subscribers will be the most difficult to earn. Too many YouTubers give up well before they reach their 100th subscriber. Start by deciding on a separate niche for your channel – you want most of your videos to be on the same
particular topic. Then create an attractive profile that displays the niche of your videos. Make a trailer for your channel that autoruns non-subscribers. Make sure each video has an attractive thumbnail and title is easy to find in searches. Upgrade with new TikTok and Youtube features for creators
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